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Abstract - Vehicular ad hoc networks (VANETs) are being increasingly advocated for 

traffic control. Security and privacy are two major concerns in VANETs. Unfortunately, in 

VANETs, most of the privacy-preserving methods are vulnerable to Sybil attacks, whereby a 

malicious user can act as if to be multiple (other) vehicles. To ensure the authenticity of the 

messages propagated in VANET, a straight-forward process is to use public keys authorized 

by a certification authority (CA) to sign the messages. The certified public keys are called 

“pseudonyms”. On the other hand, in order to prevent vehicles from being tracked by 

categorizing the keys that are utilized, each vehicle can switch between multiple pseudonyms, 

which are difficult to correlate to each other.  
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1. Introduction 

Vehicular ad hoc networks (VANETs) are being increasingly advocated for accident 

avoidance, traffic control, and management of parking lots and public areas. Security and 

privacy are two major concerns in VANETs. Unfortunately, in VANETs, most of the 

privacy-preserving schemes are vulnerable to Sybil attacks, whereby a malicious user can 

pretend to be multiple (other) vehicles. For example [1], cars can collectively sense 

information about traffic congestion and relay them to other cars, toll stations, or the 

Department of Motor Vehicle (DMV) to facilitate traffic re-routing. Several other 

applications can become feasible if vehicles cooperate among themselves to achieve a 

common goal. When designing a cooperation-based system, it is important to address 

privacy and security concerns. The system requires being robust to non-cooperating entities, 

and should ideally be able to detect/punish them quickly. To ensure the authenticity of 

messages broadcasted in VANET, a straight-forward technique is to use public keys 

authorized by a certification authority (CA) to sign the messages [2]. The certified public 

keys are called pseudonym. Each vehicle can switch between multiple pseudonyms, which 

are difficult to correlate to each other. Among this approach, it is difficult for an attacker to 

identify vehicles by investigative the used keys. 

These methods protects the privacy of the vehicles, it leaves another security hole. Because 

it is difficult to inform whether two messages are from the similar vehicle by investigative 

their public keys, a malicious vehicle may pretend to be many vehicles, and then distribute 

false information it is called Sybil attack. The harmful results of such attacks can cascade 

during the network. Vehicles are guessed to obtain a new pseudonym from a trusted Road-

Side Box immediately before the earlier pseudonym expires. In [3] and [4], a light-weight 

solution is planned to resolve this problem. Vehicles simply hold one valid pseudonym at a 

moment, and are guessed to obtain a new pseudonym from a trusted Road-Side Box (RSB) 

or beginning the online CA if the present pseudonym becomes invalid. In this method, it is 
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critical that the vehicles have access to a CA when it requires updating its pseudonym. 

Without such an online environment support, the vehicles are not able to obtain new 

pseudonyms and send signed messages. Furthermore, if an attacker compromises an RSB, it 

can issue many certified pseudonyms to malicious vehicles, thus creating false messages in 

that area. 

We propose a privacy-preserving scheme to detect the Sybil attacks in VANETs. The RSB 

is securely connected to the DMV via a backhaul wired network Our scheme the DMV to 

give vehicles with a lake of pseudonyms that are used for hiding the vehicle’s unique 

identity. To prevent a vehicle from using multiple pseudonyms to direct a Sybil attack, the 

pseudonyms is assigned to a particular vehicle are hashed to a common value (One Way 

Hash Function). 

We propose the Complete Two-Stage P2DAP Scheme, abbreviated as C-P2DAP. In P2DAP 

scheme, we delegate most of the detection to RSBs, and involve the DMV only when 

suspected vehicles need to be confirmed as a Sybil attacker. However, since RSBs are not 

trusted entities, the vehicle information available to the DMV cannot be transferred to the 

RSBs. In view of these constraints, we divide the vehicles into groups, and release the group 

information to RSBs. Such information allows RSBs to detect suspicious behaviour, but is 

not sufficient for RSBs to track vehicles, because RSBs cannot distinguish a vehicle from a 

group of vehicles. To group the vehicles, we use the one-way hash function to hash the 

pseudonyms during initialization. 

The DMV knows the total amount of vehicles, and consecutively generates a sufficient 

amount of yearly pseudonyms for all the vehicles. After generating a pseudonym p, the 

DMV first hashes using a one-way hash function, everywhere κc is a global key. It chooses 

a set of bits from the hashed result to create hash collisions. The particular bits are referred 

as “coarse-grained hash value”. The pseudonym p is located into a group, which stores the 

pseudonyms through the same coarse-grained hash values. The key κc will be distributed to 

all the RSBs. Next, the DMV calculates the hash value used for the above p through a new 

key κf, and chooses a set of bits from the result. The bits particular from the new hash value 

are referred as the “fine-grained hash value”. The pseudonym p is located into a subgroup of 

the coarse-grained group, called fine grained group, in which all the pseudonym have the 

same fine-grained hash value. 

2. Literature Work 

According to that in vehicular ad hoc networks (VANET), it is possible to locate and track a 

vehicle based on its transmissions, during communication with other vehicles or the road-

side infrastructure [5].This type of tracking leads to threats on the location privacy of the 

vehicle’s user. In this paper, we study the problem of providing location privacy in VANET 

by allowing vehicles to prevent tracking of their broadcast interactions. We primary, classify 

the unique characteristics of VANET that must be considered when designing suitable 

location privacy solutions. In other related VANET security work, Golle et al. address the 

problem of an adversary injecting malicious data into the network, and propose a general 

approach to evaluating the validity of the data, where every node searches for possible 

descriptions for the data it has received and collected[6][7]. 

A potential approach for secure key distribution would be to empower the Department of 

Motor Vehicles (DMV) to catch the role of a Certificate Authority (CA) and to certify every 
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vehicle’s public key. Unfortunately, this approach has multiple shortcomings [8] [9]. 

Initially, assuming the responsibility of a CA is a challenging process which is not in line 

with the DMV’s present functionality. Extensive anecdotal evidence suggests that even 

specialised CAs offer questionable protection against dedicated attackers trying to acquire a 

certificate for another institution or entity. Second, vehicles from different states or different 

countries may not be able to authenticate every other unless vehicles trust all CAs, which 

reduces protection. Finally, certificate based key establishment has the danger of violating 

driver privacy, as the vehicle’s identity is revealed during each key establishment. To create 

an anonymous identity, the vehicle generates a new public key pair {K, K−1} and sends a 

request for a new certificate for the public key K to a Certificate Authority. Vehicle would 

sign the request with its identity key KV and include the certificate C with the request [10]. 

Assuming the CA trusts the vehicle’s manufacturer, it can authenticate the signatures and 

issue a limited-lifetime certificate for K that is unlikable (except by the CA) to the vehicle’s 

actual identity. In addition, the CA should not issue overlapping unknown identities to the 

same vehicle (to prevent Sybil attack), so creating a decentralized system may be 

challenging [11] [12].  

Efficient and easy-to-manage privacy and security enhancing mechanisms are necessary for 

the wide spread acceptance of the VANET technology. In this paper, we are concerned with 

this problem; and in particular, how to achieve efficient and robust pseudonym-based 

authentication [13]. We design mechanisms that reduce the security overhead for safety 

beaconing, and retain robustness for transportation protection, still in adverse network 

settings. Furthermore, we illustrate how to enhance the usability and availability of privacy-

enhancing VANET mechanisms: Our proposal permits vehicle on-board units to produce 

their own pseudonyms, without affecting the system protection [14].   

A Public Key Infrastructure (PKI) can provide this functionality using certificates and fixed 

public keys. Though, fixed keys permit an eavesdropper to connect a key with a location and 

a vehicle, violating drivers’ privacy. In this work we propose a VANET key management 

scheme based on Temporary Anonymous Certified Keys (TACKs). Our method efficiently 

prevents eavesdroppers from linking a vehicle’s different keys and gives timely revocation 

of misbehaving participants while maintaining the less or same overhead for vehicle-to-

vehicle communication as the current IEEE 1609.2 standard for VANET security [15].  

3. Current Approach: 

This section represents the available approaches in privacy-preserving scheme to detect the 

Sybil attacks in Vehicular Ad hoc Networks. We propose a privacy-preserving scheme to 

detect the Sybil attacks in VANET’s. The RSB is securely connected to the DMV via a 

backhaul wired network. Our scheme DMV provides vehicles with a pool of pseudonyms 

that are used for hiding the vehicle’s unique identity. To prevent a vehicle from using 

multiple pseudonyms to direct a Sybil attack, the pseudonyms is assigned to a particular 

vehicle are hashed to a common value (One Way Hash Function).  

Network Topology: 

Each node sends “hello” messages to allow other nodes to detect it. Once a node detects 

“hello” messages from another node (neighbours), it maintains a contact record to store 

information about the neighbours. Using multicast socket all nodes are used to detect the 
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neighbour’s nodes. In the mobility, tables of connectivity, link reliabilities and DMV and 

RSB pointers are updated at Vehicles via the soft state process.   

DMV Determining Hash Function: 

The DMV knows the total number of vehicles, and sequentially produces a sufficient amount 

of yearly pseudonyms for all the vehicles. After producing a pseudonym p, the DMV first 

hashes (p | κc) using a one-way hash function, where κc is a global key. It afterwards chooses 

a set of bits from the hashed outcome to generate hash collisions. The particular bits are 

referred as “coarse-grained hash value”. Subsequently, the pseudonym p is placed into a 

group, which stores the pseudonym through the same coarse-grained hash values. In other 

words, for each pseudonym pl in the m
th

 coarse-grained group, we have H (pl|κc) = Γm, 

where H is a one-way hash function, and Γm is the coarse-grained hash value for group m. 

We refer such groups as “coarse-grained groups”. The key κc will be distributed to all the 

RSBs. Similarly, the DMV calculates the hash value for the above p. With a new key κf and 

calculate the fine-grained hash value (Θn) for the group.   

RSB Verification Process: 

When vehicles communicate, an RSB overhears all the vehicles within their communication 

range and collects the all the pseudonyms for the event. The RSB goes through each 

pseudonym p and computes the coarse-grained hash value H (p|κc). Then the RSB notices 

that two pseudonyms of the same coarse grained hash value are used to sign the event. This 

can be either (i) a Sybil attack or (ii) a false alarm, The RSB cannot discriminate between (i) 

and (ii) and it sends the report to the DMV. The report contains the event, the pseudonyms 

whose coarse-grained hash value is Γ, the signatures of the event, and the certificates 

accompanying the pseudonyms.  

DMV Verification Process: 

On receiving an RSB report, the DMV first verifies the signatures and the coarse-grained 

hash value Γ to prevent a compromised RSB. If the RSB proves to be bonafide, the DMV 

calculates the fine grained hash value H (p|kf) for each pseudonym p in the RSB report. If 

the report such that same, the DMV concludes from the same vehicle that has attempted a 

Sybil attack. The DMV then takes further action to punish or revoke the malicious vehicle. 

Performance Verification: 

The DMV loads a unique fine-grained group of pseudonyms to each vehicle at the time of 

yearly vehicle registration, and stores the corresponding the vehicle’s secure plate number. 

It is obvious that the mapping from secure plate numbers to vehicles is one-to-one. Thus, the 

DMV needs to carefully choose the length of the total number of available secure plate 

numbers are greater than or equal to the number of vehicles. The two-level hashing saves 

storage for the DMV, because the DMV can link a pseudonym to a vehicle by calculating its 

coarse-grained and fine-grained hash values, and then comparing them with the secure plate 

number. This obviates the need of maintaining vehicle secure plate numbers and pseudonym 

association. After the initialization stage, the DMV stores the secure plate number for each 

vehicle, and secretly keeps the fine grained hash key κf. When generating the pseudonyms, 

we need to consider the lifetime of a coarse-grained key κc, because an attacker gaining 

access to an RSB can partially learn the pseudonyms of all the vehicles for that lifetime. If 
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the lifetime is too long, the privacy of the vehicles will be severely impaired. RSB holds 

each valid coarse-grained key only for a short time. When an RSB is compromised, the 

attacker only obtains the coarse-grained hash key for the current time interval. We do not 

impose any restrictions on the fine-grained key κf , because the DMV does not release it, 

and an attacker cannot obtain it by compromising an RSB. Comparing to the long-period 

keys, this short-period key generation uses Ω coarse-grained hash keys instead of one, thus 

bringing an extra storage overhead to the DMV. The DMV then takes further action to 

punish or revoke the malicious vehicle. In this scheme, a Sybil attack is guaranteed to be 

detected. However, when the vehicles are densely distributed, false alarms can happen often. 

The architecture Fig.1 involves DMV, RSB’s and vehicles. Here DMV (Department of 

Motor vehicle) is the centralized one which is responsible for all the events that took place 

during the transaction.DMV creates the number of RSB’s (Road Side boxes) within the 

range. On the other hand vehicles are also created within the range. Then all the RSB’s and 

vehicles are connected to the DMV. DMV generates pseudonyms for all the vehicles. When 

a vehicle communicates with each other RSB’s overhears all the vehicles pseudonyms 

within the range and calculates the coarse-grained value for the entire vehicle within their 

range. Since RSB’s cannot discriminate whether the Sybil attack has happened are not so it 

just forwards the data to the DMV. The DMV receives the RSB’s request and calculates the 

fine-grained value for the vehicles if the values are same then the DMV concludes that Sybil 

Attack has been happened and it removes the vehicle from the further transactions. 

If the values of fine-grained are different for the vehicles DMV approves the further 

transactions and sends the report to the RSB’s. The RSB’s receives the DMV request and 

transfers the information directly to the vehicles. The vehicle receives the data successfully 

from the RSB’s. Finally the data has been sent and received successfully. 
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Fig.1. Architecture Diagram 

 

4. Conclusion 

The proposed method distributes the computation workload from the DMV to RSBs while 

releasing only a limited amount of information by using hash collusions. We also discussed 

some improvements on our scheme. Based on simulation results presented, we prove that 

the idea of distributing DMV workload to RSBs with limited information released is 

applicable in other VANET security and privacy applications. One interesting future work is 

to develop a machine learning algorithm to predict the ratio and activities of malicious 

vehicles. With a good estimation of the ratio of attackers, P2DAP is expected to efficiently 

catch attackers with a small overhead and delay. Besides, the DMV can be involved for a 

centralized management of resources during the detection. Furthermore, the DMV can be 

distributed to different areas such as regional DMV, which matches the case in real life, and 

forms a more powerful structure. 
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